CONTENTS
- Vinyl ball
- Stopwatch and whistle
- Shin pads
- Drinks bottle
- Bootbag
- Goalie gloves
- 4 Training disks
- Ball pump

SHIN PADS
Size Small. To fit users of height between 120cm and 150cm.

MAINTENANCE
Clean with damp cloth or hand wash if necessary.
Inspect the shin pads at regular interval. If there are signs of wear or crack, please replace.

WARNINGS
Under extremely low temperature, the performance of the shin pads will be significantly reduced.
The shin pads will protect the wearer from minor blow and impact. However, they cannot offer full protection against injuries.
Any contamination, alteration to the shin pads, or misuse will dangerously reduce its performance.
Not suitable for children under 3 due to small parts and long straps which may represent an entanglement hazard.
Conforms to EN13061:2001
Made of: PE (plastic pads) & EVA (cushions).

STOPWATCH INSTRUCTIONS

FUNCTION READING
Normal display: hour, minutes, seconds and day of week.
Push A: for alarm time.
Push B: mode.
Push C: day, month & day of week.

STOPWATCH FUNCTION
Push B for stopwatch function.
Push C for count & stop.
Push A for lap count & reset.

ALARM & CHIME ON/OFF
Chime (- - - - - - - - - ) on and off.
At normal time hold A then push B.
Chime flag appears, chime on; chime flag disappears, chime off.
Alarm ( - ) on and off.
At normal time hold A then push C.
Alarm flag appears, alarm on; alarm flag disappears, alarm off.

ALARM TIME SETTING
Press B for a few seconds until day of week Monday flag flashes.
Push A to change hour/minutes function.
Then adjust figure by pressing C.
Push B back to normal time.

NORMAL TIME SETTING
In normal time mode, push B 3 times, day of week flag above Tuesday flashes.
Select flashing digit(s) to be set by pushing A button and the digit flashing sequence as follows: second - minute - hour - date - month - weekday, and change your desired data by pushing C button.
Push B button to return to normal time mode.
Select 12/24 hour cycle option in normal time when time (hour) setting. 12/24 hour cycle option will appear alternately on every 24 hour cycle.

BATTERY
When readout becomes dim or there is no display, it is time to replace the battery. To replace the battery, remove the back cover by loosening the screw and replace with 1 x LR44 button cell battery.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT
Unit uses one LR44 button cell battery.
Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toy before being charged.
Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
Different types of batteries or new and used batteries are not the be mixed.
Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toy.
The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.

INFLATING THE BALL
Carefully insert the needle valve on the pump into the centre of the ball valve.
Slowly inflate the ball making sure you do not bend the needle valve.
When the ball is suitably inflated, slowly remove the pump and needle valve and store safely.

INFLATION PRESSURE: 2-4 PSI
NOTE: Do not over inflate the ball.
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